Green Christmas and the “Kind
Button”
–
Civil
Society
Digest
This months's notable events included the Green Christmas
initiative, which urged Belarusians to give a second life to
old things and make an original Christmas gift. Belarusian
ATMs may soon have a "kind button" to make charitable
donations. Important cultural events included celebration of
anniversary of Belarusian Philosophy Space and Rock Solidarity
campaign.
Social
Green Christmas. On December 22, the Center for Environmental
Solutions organized Green Christmas event. The idea is to give
a second life to old things and make an original Christmas
gift. One can bring old clothes and materials and together
with the designers give them a new life. If desired, each
participant has a possibility to pass his/her presents to
children's home.
The "Kind Button". Association of Persons with Disabilities on
Wheelchairs prepared a social advertising film which calls for
accessible living environment for persons with disabilities.
In addition, the organization signed a contract with a major
Belarusian state-owned Belarusbank to add the so called "kind
button" on its ATMs. That would enable bank cards holders to
transfer charitable donations in Belarusian rubles for the
benefit of the Association. The "Kind Button" will be launched
in two weeks.
The first Club House is opened Minsk. A new social service for
people with psychological disorders that helps to organize
life beyond the boundaries of the hospital has been opened.

This a system to transform a patient into a personality and
help them to realize the reality around. The round table was
held during the opening discussing employment and social
security of this target group.
The international organization “Our home” (“Nash Dom”) on the
nuclear power plant.
A video of the program “Dom-show”
(“Home-show”) highlights pros and cons of and controversies of
construction of atomic power station in Belarus. One of the
most interesting and surprising assumptions indicates that
such a station would give an impetus for the development of an
atomic bomb, which is considered to be just a red herring
tactic.
Human Rights
Kovalev’s relatives filed a complaint to the UN Human Rights
th

Committee. On December 15 relatives of the convict in the
case of terrorist attack in the subway, who was sentenced to
the death penalty, compiled a personal address to the UN
Committee regarding the violation of the human right for life.
Principles of just prosecution are stated to be disregarded,
as well. Kovalev himself wrote a petition for mercy addressed
to President Lukashenka.
Belarusian Orthodox Church is not against death penalty. The
Orthodox Church does not see enough evidence for univocal
treatment of the death penalty. The press centre of the
Church emphasized on 15 December that it can not ask for the
categorical abolition of the death penalty, which is supported
by a considerable part of the population of Belarus.
Belarusian Catholic Church Will Seek Abolition of the Death
Penalty. The Catholic Church will direct its efforts to
abolish death penalty in Belarus, regardless of the convicted
persons. According to Archbishop Tadeush Kandrusievich's
statement on 15 December, the death penalty is not based on
the principles of humanism and deprives the convicted of an

opportunity to repent.
Fundraising campaign for Ales Byalyatski. Famous Belarusian
human rights activists appealed to the Belarusian society to
show solidarity and raise money for the payment for human
rights defender Ales Byalyatsky as “damage caused by the
crime.” Compensation of the penalty, according to campaign
organizers, can affect the release of Ales Byalyatski or at
least decrease the measure of sentence. The required amount to
be collected is Br 757 526 717 (approx. $88 000).
Book about victims of post-election crackdown published in
Minsk. A book-launch event for journalist Alyaksandr
Tamkovich's Suprats Plyni (Against the Flow), which describes
the fates of 18 victims of the post-election crackdown on
government opponents in Belarus, was held in the office of the
Belarusian Popular Front in Minsk on December 21. The book was
published with the support of Human Rights Centre Viasna.
Culture
The new online portal Usebelarusy.by. On December 20, an
interactive portal Usebelarusy.by has been launched. This is
the first national web-portal, where everyone can become an
author. Portal was created within the project "Dakranisya to
vytokau" (“Touch to the source”) by a number of NGOs (APB
BirdLife Belarus, “Rest on Village”), governmental bodies, and
private companies.
Birthday of “Belaruskaya Fіlasofskaya Prastora”. Belaruskaya
Fіlasofskaya Prastora (Belarusian Philosophy Space) invites to
celebrate its second anniversary, which will be held on
December 28 in the Gallery “Ў” in Minsk. BFP is a community of
Belarusian intellectuals who seek to fill the Belarusian
cultural field with bright events, create a platform for
discussion, support educational projects, open new horizons
for reflection on current social issues. Among the
participants there are representatives of state research

institutions, as well as public initiatives.
Campaign “Rock-Solidarity.” A public campaign has been
launched in support of independent music culture “RockSolidarity”, initiated by the Belarusian fan-club musicians,
rock lovers and NGOs’ activists. The campaign aims to express
solidarity with the banned musicians, to inform the public
about the existence of “black lists”. One can join the
campaign via social networks – Vkontakte and Facebook.
BelSat started new series of stories called “Obsessed”
(“Oderzymyye”). This reporting on well-being of civic society
in Belarus will cover eight different organizations and
individuals, eight kinds of public activity, as well as, eight
different civic initiatives. The coverage will include those
groups and individuals, who incurably “obsessed” with what
they are doing. The opening program was devoted to Vitebsk
civic initiative “Our home” (“Nash dom”).
A compilation of films about Belarus during the Soviet
era. Civic initiative “Za Novya Smaliavichy” compiled a
selection of films about Soviet history of Belarus, which has
not been always adequately described. With the motto: “History
does not claim absolute truth!” on its cover the disk contains
films about Hatyn tragedy, the period of German occupation,
Sluck military uprising, Stalin’s times and many other
controversial historical issues.
Belarus Digest prepared this overview on the basis of
materials provided by Pact. This digest attempts to give a
richer picture of the recent political and civil society
events in Belarus. It often goes beyond the hot stories
already available in English-language media.

